Release Notes for 5/18/2015 WISEid Production Release (WISEid Core Apps Sprint 83)
Feature Title

Notes

STAFF: Hot Fix: Previous Years Assignments fix

Allows all last years assignments to
pass through the upload validation
and for those assignments not valid
for this year they can be corrected by
second level validation.

STAFF: Fixed Historical Assignment file for Milwaukee

Fixed Milwaukee’s Historical
Assignment download.

WISEid: Hot Fix Bug: Upload fails for duplicate
LocalRowKeys on inactive people

Fixed issue where files were faulting
because a merged WISEid still had a
Local Person ID attached to it which
upload was trying to apply to
nonmerged person.

WISEid: BUG: upload validation names max set to 50

Fixed issue where file were faulting
because names were between 51 and
53 characters.

WISEid: Hotfix: Bug: Local Person ID upload not being
applied in some cases

Fixed issue where for some rare
cases Local Person IDs were not
being applied during the Person
Upload.

Staff: Hot Fix; Historical Contract Download Highest
Degree missing from some districts

Fixed issue with some of the Historical
Contract downloads were missing
Highest Degree responses.

STAFF: Downloader of current year Contracts

Created a downloader for current year
Contract data in Contract uploader
format.

STAFF: Downloader of current year Assignments

Created a downloader for current year
Assignment data in Assignment
upload format.

WISEid: Fault stuck Person uploads

Added the ability for DPI immediately
fault any stuck uploads.

Staff: validation correction ‐ Contract Days Validation
in the contract file.

Fixed issue where Contract Days

errors were being incorrectly applied.
WISEid: Bug: Merge record error gives wrong person
info

Issue here wrong WISEids were
being displayed in Info message when
a WISEid had been merged.

STAFF: BUG: 73‐0000 assignment code only for certain
schools in upload

Fixed message when 730000 is
being used and school not Wisconsin
School for Deaf or WI Ctr for Blind

STAFF: BUG Validation Local and Total Experience
Errors when null in the upload and UI

When user uploaded null Local or
Total Experience a validation error
was displaying when it should not.

STAFF: BUG: Validation Download ‐ Local Person ID
being split every 3 characters by a comma.

Validate Staff Data Local Person ID
showing commas every 3 digits.

STAFF: Validation ignore inactive WISEid records

Validation message(s) for inactive
WISEid Assignment and Contract
records showing up in validation.

STAFF: Merged WISEId Assignments and Contracts
disappearing ‐ show Merging to contracts and
assignments

When Assignments or Contracts were
attached to a person who was later
merged none of the Contracts and
Assignments got merged. Now the
surviving WISEid person’s
Assignments and Contracts remain.

STAFF: Bug: Grade user message 5860 dynamic grades

Validation messages 5860 and 5870
displaying when not needed.
Removed from Validate Staff Data.

STAFF: Bug: Assignment Upload ‐ Error Local Person ID
missing

Previous logic required a user to have
Local Person ID in the Local ID field of
the Assignment uploads. This was
incorrect logic and has been removed.

WISEid: BUG: "Working School is not valid for reported
Working LEA" message sometimes inaccurately
displays

Fixed issue where Working School is
not valid for reported Working Lead
messages was incorrectly being
displayed.

STAFF: Delete contracts on Staff Edit Page

Added button to delete Contract on
the Staff Edit Page.

STAFF: Validation‐ Working School ‐00 CCDEB agencies

Added logic for Working School 0000
for CCDEBs.

STAFF: Validation‐ Working School ‐ State Agencies (05)

Added logic for Working School for
0000 for State Agencies.

STAFF: Validation‐ Working School ‐03 public school
districts.

Added logic for Working School for
0000 for Public Schools.

STAFF: Ability to delete all Local Person IDs for a Hiring
Agency

Feature if you uploaded the wrong ID
into the Local Person ID. Now you
can delete all Local Person IDs. Under
Admin menu > Settings.

STAFF: Hotfix: Bug Contract and Assignment Faults due
to inactive WISEid

Contract and Assignments were
faulting due to inactive merged
WISEids.

STAFF: Validation Download ‐ add more fields to make
file useful to users

Revised Validate Staff Data UI and
Downloads based on user feedback.

STAFF: Validation Download and UI ‐ Local Person key
showing for all agencies

Validate Staff Data showing all
agencies Local Person ID. Now
shows only the currently selected
hiring agencies Local Person ID.

WISEid: Potential Matches Show Entity ID and Expand
Details by Default

Added features to the Potential Match
screen to speed up match review.
Added Entity ID and expanded top 5
matches by default to show aliases
without expanding.

WISEid: Bug ‐ Privilege issue

Edit buttons on the Home Page have
been removed for nonDPI Admins.

STAFF: Add the appropriate number in front of the
assignment type

Assignment Staff Edit screen added
the number code in front of
Assignment Type.

STAFF: Move the Position in front of the Area of
Assignment

Assignment Staff Edit screen moved
the Position column before Area of
Assignment.

STAFF: UI Assignments deleted responses to dynamic
questions when no longer valid

In the Assignment UI screen when
previous validation occurred the

messages would not update when a
user changed the Assignment in the
UI. This validation messages now
update to correct ones when saving.
Staff: Results ‐ Commited Column for Assignment and
contracts

On the Results screen the Committed
count was not updating for
Assignments and Contracts.

STAFF: Bug: Contract & Assignment Upload Error page
breadcrumb

Fixed issue when looking at the
Assignment and Contract upload error
pages were the breadcrumb was not
there as it should be.

WISEid: Hotfix Remove Debug features available to all
users.

Debug features were available to all
users. Now locked down to DPI roles.

STAFF: Assignment Upload Fault birthdate total
experience calculation

Assignments uploads were faulting in
some cases when a person's birthdate
was less than 1 year old.

STAFF ‐ Bug ‐ Error 4600 shows up when not required

Removed incorrect display of Error
460 Missing required data:
assignment grades.

STAFF ‐ BUG ‐ Error 4420 appears for assgs for Staff >
18 years

Removed incorrect display of
message 4420 which indicated person
was less than 18 when they were not.

STAFF Validate Staff Data  Assignment information for
some people is not correct.

Messages are correct about a problem, but
UI and Download for Validate Staff Data is
wrong about the assignment info.

